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What are Cool Biz
and
Super Cool Biz
– Cool Biz began in June 1st, 2005,
with ”No-tie, No Jacket” office style
campaign and 28℃ air condition
setting.

– Since 2012, Cool Biz has started on
May 1 and Super Cool Biz on June 1
until the end of September each year.
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Now these initiatives are
part of a larger campaign
called
“Cool Choice.”
– Saving energy (especially electricity)
– Cool Biz, Warm Biz,
– Cool Share, Green Curtain Project

– Light Down Campaign
– Future Light Down Planning
– “Let’s save electricity together” action!

– Smart Mobility campaign:
– ECO DRIVE, SMART MOVE.

Police in winter uniform

Reason for Success:
1. Koromo-gae in Japan
– We have four distinct seasons in Japan. The two
extremes are:
– an almost tropical hot and humid summer with a rainy
season
– a very severe winter.

Police in summer
uniform

– We change our wardrobes at the start of summer
and winter. We call this custom “Koromo-Gae”.
– Koromo = wardrobe, clothes
– Gae = change

– We usually make the changes on June 1 and
October 1.
– Cool Biz campaigns are run each year at these times.

Schoolgirls in summer and
winter uniforms

Reason for Success :
2. Kyoto target : 6% GHG emission reduction
– 2005 February: Kyoto Protocol implemented
– Japan committed to a 6% reduction in GHG emissions

– 2005: The then Minister of the Environment was Ms. Yuriko Koike (currently
Tokyo Metropolitan Governor). She was previously a presenter for a popular TV
show and is well acquainted with the effectiveness of mass media.

– The Ministry of the Environment began the “Team –6%” media campaign,
managed by Hakuhodo Inc., a top advertising company in Japan, who were
required purchasing advertisement spots on TV shows and in newspapers and
magazines.

Reason for Success :
3: Great Earthquake of March 11, 2011
– Shortage of electricity during the summer of 2011, as nuclear power generation
plants were shut down following the 2011 Great Earthquake.
– Most private companies began implementing Cool Biz on May 1, 2011. The
Ministry of the Environment began the Super Cool Biz campaign in 2012.

Reason for Success :
4.New business opportunity
Cool Asia 2006

– Department stores and other fashion retailers welcomed Cool Biz, Warm Biz,
and Super Cool Biz, which they saw as providing new business opportunities.
But some companies (e.g. those in the neck-tie industry) saw risks associated
with the campaigns.
– The Association of Department Stores, the Japanese Business Federation, and
other business organizations were very supportive of the campaigns. They ran
Cool Biz Fashion shows in conjunction with the Ministry of Environment.
– The Japanese campaigns spread to other Asian countries and UN bodies.
Minister Koike hosted a “Cool Asia 2006” fashion show. She invited
ambassadors and other officials and their spouses along and asked them to
wear their traditional clothing. As most Asian countries are in tropical or
subtropical regions, their traditional fashions were well suited to the Cool Biz
concept.

Media coverage
Monthly newspaper coverage of "Cool Biz" or "Warm Biz" from May
2005 to March 2017
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Why is “Cool Biz” accepted by
the Japanese people?
– Positive side effects
– Many women employees welcomed this campaign because they found summertime office
temperatures uncomfortably cold.
– Conventional business suits are comfortable to wear in air-conditioned offices, but
uncomfortable outside the office, especially during the hot and humid Japanese summer.
– Retail stores provided many fashionable choices for Cool Biz and Super Cool Biz work
clothes.
– Cool Biz and Super Cool Biz work clothes are comfortable and inexpensive.
– Mass media campaigns, and the involvement of the Japanese Business Federation (the
largest and most powerful business organization—“the boss of bosses”), meant that noone could say “No”.

–

People believe that the world’s climate is changing.
Question 4: As far as you know, do you think
the world’s climate is changing or not?
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Don’t know
No, I do not think that the world’s climate is changing

The results of a
public opinion
survey in 2016 show
that, in these six
countries, at least
80% of adults
believe that the
world’s climate is
changing.

Yes, I think that the world’s climate is changing
For the results of European four countries, please see:
http://www.jpi-climate.eu/gfx_content/documents/documents/2013calls/European-Perceptions-on-Climate-Change-v5-June-2016.pdf
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The most important issues in the world: the respondentss from Japanese public（July 2005 〜March.2017)

Conclusion
– The Cool Biz campaign was widely accepted because it:
– provided a good fit with the traditional “changing of wardrobe for the new season”
custom of the Japanese people
– solved the problem of female office workers being uncomfortable in over-cooled
offices during summer
– used the mass media effectively and challenged the conventional office dress code
for summer
– won the support of powerful business associations
– provided new business opportunities for the fashion and related industries
– was made visible to politicians and international audiences.

